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Little
Billy Miller Has Girlfriend! Really!
s
Well, it had to happen eventually and it finally did when
our own Little Billy Miller presented his first formal, living
girlfriend, Amy Abrahamson‐Kutyurkokov, at a recent
social cotillion at the Faribault Elks Club. In addition to the
presentation of the couple, they have also been hitting the
town; inseparable and cute as a forty‐five year old button.
“My Billy,” said Amy, “Is man of my dreams and I am the
luckiest Женщина, I mean
gal, in all of the Rice County.”
They met at the Immigration
and Naturalization Service
office and it was love at first
sight. “It was strange, I went
because I got a call to come in
for a weigh‐in and I bumped
into Amy at the door. In fact, I
talked to the front desk; they
said it must have been a wrong
number. I didn’t know they did
weigh‐ins at the INS.”
The MNL Social columnist editor interviewed Amy about
the romance. When asked what she liked about Billy, Amy
said, “His smile, manly little beard, his green card…I mean
green eyes and his влюбленносизни … I mean love of life.”

Mid‐Summer
2009 Check‐ins
"As a recent university

graduate, I have been
home for 7 weeks and I
know what goes through a
prisoner's head planning a
daring escape. Please send
me a cake with a hand
shovel baked into it."

"I am announcing that I am
done 'doing' Thanksgiving.
It added exhaustion and
stress from defending the
samonella outbreaks from
2004, 2007 and 2008; and
they were just bad luck!"

"I have invented the Bob1
Thinking Hat™. It allows me
to think of mysterious and
unknown things in nature
including Jim Batchelder's
1973 date with Wendy
Mortensen. A real poser."

"Evidentially, I have
become a combination
short‐order cook,
chauffeur, roadie and
unwitting accomplice in a
stolen good scam. Kids
steal the darndest things."

